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May 11,2017 

By Mail and 
Jeff S. Jordan 
Assistant General Counsel 
Office of Complaints Examination & Legal Administration 
Federal Election Commission 
999 E Street. N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20463 

Attn: Mary Beth deBeau, Paralegal 

Re: MUR 7236 (Complaint of Mr. Kerry Bowers) 

Dear Ms. deBeau: 

I write as in-house counsel to Time Iric. in response to the complaint of Mr. Kerry 
Bowers (the "Complaint") which was forwarded by the Federal Election Commission ("FEC") 
by cover letter dated April 26, 2017, to Susana D'Emic of Time Inc. A copy of the FEC cover 
letter and the Complaint is attached for your convenience. 

To the best that we understand it, Mr. Bowers appears to contend in his Complaint that 
TIME magazine, a weekly news magazine published by Time Inc., violated federal election law 
§ 100.73 by reporting inaccurate information in favor of Ted Cruz and to the detriment of Mr. 
Bowers, and in doing so, made an improper campaign contribution to Mr. Cruz's campaign. 

In particular, Mr. Bowers asserts that TIME reported in an article entitled "Ted Cruz 
Launches Presidential Campaign at Liberty University" that Mr. Cruz was the first candidate of 
either party to officially kick off a campaign for President when, in fact. Bowers announced his 
candidacy months earlier. (A copy of fte TIME article was attached to Mr. Bowers' Complaint). 
Mr. Bowers contends that this alleged false statement aniounts to a campaign contribution under 
section 100.73. 

According to our reading, section 100.73 governs when the costs of covering a news 
story could amount to a political contribution. In particular. Section 100.73 provides that-.the 
costs of covering a news story is not considered a political contribution unless the news entity is 
ovyned or controlled by a political party, political committee or candidate. Section 100.73 further 
provides that in the case in which an entity is owned or controlled by a political party, committee 
or candidate, the costs of covering the news is still not viewed as a contribution if the story is 
communicated in a publication of general circulation and is part of a general pattern of 
campaign-related news accounts that give reasonably equal coverage to all opposing 
candidates in the circulation or listening area. 



I 

Here, the article in question was published by TIME magazine, a Time Inc. 
publication. Time Inc. is a public company which is not owned or controlled by a 
political party, political committee or political candidate. Accordingly, Section 100.73, 
which Mr. Bowers relies upon, is inapplicable. Accordingly, we respectfully request 
that the Commission reject Mr. Bowers' complaint, which has no basis in the law or 
facts. 

Sincerely, 

Andrew B. Lachow 

Ends. 



FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20463 

APR 26 2017 

Time Inc. 
Susana D'Emic, CEO 
225 Libaty Street 
Rm. 5S-702C 
New York, NY 10281 

RE: MUR7236 

Dear Ms. D'Emic: 

The Federal Election Commission received a complaint that indicates Tune Inc., may 
have violated, the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the "Act"). A copy of 
the complaint is enclosed. We have numbered this matter MUR 7236. Please refer to this 
number in all ilituie correspondence. 

The Act affords you the opportunity to demonstrate in writing that no action should be 
taken against Time Inc., in this matter. If you wish to file a response, you may submit any 
factual or legal materials that you believe are relevant to the Commission's consideration of this 
matter. Where appropriate, statements should be submitted under oath by persons with relevant 
knowledge. Your response, which should be addressed to the General Counsel's Office, must 
be submitted within IS day.s of receipt of this letter. If no response is received within IS days, 
the Cormnission may take further action based on the available information. 

This matter will remain confidential in accordance with S2 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(4)(B) and 
§ 30109(8)(12)(A) unless you notify the Commission in writing diat you wish the matter to be 
made pt^lic. Please be advised that, although the Commission cannot disclose iriformation 
reg^^g im invOstigatiohte it may share information on a confidential basis with 

If you intend to be represented by counsel in this matter, please advise the Commission 
by completing the enclosed form stating the name, address and telephone number of such 
counsel, and authorizing such counsel to receive any notifications and other communications 
from the Commission. Please note that you have a legal obligation to preserve all documents, 
records and materials relating to the subject mattier of the complaint until such tiine as you are 
notified that the Coirunission has closed its file in this matter. See 18 U.S.C. § 1519. 

' The Commission has the statutory authority to refer knowing and willful violations of the Act to the 
Department of Justice for potential criminal prosecution, 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(S)(C), and to report information 
reeling violations of law not within its Jurisdiction to appropriate law enforcement authorities. Id § 30l07(aX9). 



Any oonespondence sent to the Commission, such as a response, must be addressed to 
one of the following (note, if submitting via email this Office will provide an electronic receipt 
byemaU): 

Mail EmaM 
Federal Election Commissiou CELA@fec.gov 
Office of Complaints F.Kaminarion 

and Legal Administration 
Attn: Mary Bedi deBeau, Paralegal 
999 E Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20436 

If you have any questions, please contact Mary Befo deBeau at (202) 694-1630 or toU 
fiee at 1-800-424-9S30. For your information, we have enclosed a brief description of foe 
Commission's procedures for handling conqil^ts. 

Sincerely, 

mS. Xprdwl 
Assistant General Counsel 
Complaints Examination & 
Legal Administration 
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Mr. Kerry D. Bowers 

Henderson NV 89002-0522 

Office of the General Counsel 
Federal Election Commission 
999 E Street N.W. 
Washington DC 20463 

Greetings, 

A. n.^Tiveo 
':L'.:CTION 

• • '-.flON 

/;MIO:33. 

' •: V.T C •. 9PNERAL 

File No. 20170417TIM 

16 April 2017 

The purpose of this letter Is to serve as the instrument through which a complaint Is filed by Mr. Kerry 0. 
Bowers (complainant) alleging that TIME® (respondent) through a news report (Exhibit A) authored by 
Ryan league Beckwith (co-respondent) did, on about the period 23 to 25 March 2015, violate 11CFR1 § 
100.73 (b). That clause reads, "That is a part of a genera/ pattern of campaign-related news accounts 
that give reasonably equal coverage to all opposing candidates in the circulation or listening area, is not 
a contribution." 

It Is alleged by the complainant that the respondents made a contribution to the campaign of 
Republican presidential-candidate Senator Ted Cruz when the respondents published factually Incorrect 
Inforrnatlon In the subject article, Information for which there was both government and private sources 
readily available to the respondents that provided factual Information contrary to the report. The 
statement In the news report alleged as a contribution was as follows, "The first candidate of either 
party to officially kick off a campaign, Cruz staked out a position on the conservative side of the 
Republican field, calling for a flat tax that would allow Americans to do their annual tox returns on a 
postcard, securing the border with Mexico and opposing gun control legislation." 

For perspective, the complainant in this matter announced his campaign as a Republican candidate for 
the 2016 presidential race In a publicly-released YouTube ® video on 13 Sept 2013 (Exhibit B), 17 
months before Senator Cruz's 23 March 2015 candidacy announcement. On 23 February 2014 and 5 
March 2014, the Las Vegas Sun ® newspaper printed a general news story about the complainant's 
candidacy for president in the 2016 race (Exhibits C arid D). On 28 April 2014, and after having 
completed the Combined Federal Regulations (CFR) requisites for registration as a federal candidate, the 
complainant was registered by the Federal Election Commission (FEC) as a Republican presidential 
candidate becoming, chronologically, the 29th Republican to do so and 11 months ahead of Senator 
Cruz's announcement (Exhibit E). The complainant was also the only Republican presidential candidate 
to exhibit a presidential campaign at the 2014 Republican Leadership Conference held in New Orleans, 
LA, from 29 May to 31 May 2014, over 9 months ahead of Senator Cruz's announcement (Exhibit F). The 
complainant further alleges that consequential to a campaign begun well ahead of Senator Cruz's; one 
inclusive of radio, web streaming, news-media announcements, and personal appearances over a 
breadth of the United States ranging from Washington State to Florida; an Inquiry using an Internet 
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search on or before the date of Senator Cruz's announcement would have revealed information 
contrary to that reported by the respondents. 

Senator Cruz was, in fad, the SGth Republican candidate (Exhibit E) to "annniinre" his candidacy as 
evidenced with his coinciding announcement and registration with the FEC for the 2016 presidential 
campaign, a registration following the announcement and federal confirmation of 55 other Republican 
candidates of unchallenged and equal legal standing for the office at that point In the campaign season. 
Given the FEC-registration date for Senator Cruz, and the fact that no States at that point were 
registering candidates for their respective primary or caucus, then the part of the statement. The first 
candidate of either party to officiaiiy kick off a campaign, Cruz..." Is a fabricated statement as supported 
by a preponderance of evidence to the contrary. 

4 Specifically, the complainant alleges the respondents were In violation of the three distinctive parts of 
4 < the subject CFR clause as follows. First, the statement is a "contribution" in consequence to it being 

fabricated through the efforts of the respondents and in such manner as to favorably elevate the status 
of a single candidate. Second, the fabrication was not necessary to describing the candidate's entry into 
the campaign, thus exceeding the CFR provision for "a general pattern of campaign-related news." And 

8 third, all opposing Republican candidates; 55 registered with the FEC on the date that Senator Cruz 
4 made his announcement (not to mention the Democrats and other party and non-party affiliated 

candidates whose numbers were unrecognized In the report); were denied "equal coveroge in the 
circulation or listening area." Such coverage, in the opinion of the complainant, did not require each 
candidate to be named, only an acknowledgement that there were 55 other Republican candidates. 

It is further alleged by the complainant that the respondents caused political and financial injury to the 
complainant and other Republican presidential candidates registered with the FEC prior to the date 
Senator Cruz announced his candidacy. Political Injury occurred when a reputable news source, the 
respondent. In effect reported there are no other Republican candidates and with the reasonable 
expectation the respondent's readers would believe that to be true. Additional injury alleged by the 
complainant occurred when readers, previously aware of one or more other Republican presidential 
candidates, may have come to believe that (1) the other candidates are no longer In the race, or (2) they 
have previously undisclosed matters that exempted them from consideration as a candidate by the 
respondent. 

It Is the opinion of the complainant, too, that fabricated and Injurious statements made by a widely-
circulated and reputable news source, such as that of the respondent, requires some immeasurable 
reintroduction of the injured candidate, or candidates, to a public misled in consequence to the 
fabricated story. This, being so, then the complainant alleges It Is reasonable to believe that such 
fabricated contributions impact the injured candidates future receipt of campaign contributions, future 
Invitations to public campaign events, and exclusion from future polling. All these political setbacks. In 
the opinion of the complainant, translate to additional expenditures to recapture ground lost to a 
fabricated story. How much ground Is lost and how much money Is actually expended to recapture a 
candidate's status held prior to the alleged violation is impossible to quantify. But, in the opinion of the 
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j complainant. It Is a reasonable expectation that there has to be Injury and that injury Is both political 
I and financial. 

! It is also atieged by the complainant that Injury imparted by fabricated reporting extends beyond the 
I unreported candidates and to the whole of the American people. Why? Because, In the opinion of the 
j complainant, the people are directed away from a candidate (or candidates) that may potentially serve 

to the people's best Interest, while being steered by the respondent to a candidate that may not serve 
as well to their Interests. If such were the case, and It actually may be the consequence today, then the 
people. In the opinion of the complainant, will Incur both political and financial Injury In consequence to 
the respondent's fabricated and misleading reporting. 

7 j In conclusion. It Is alleged by the complainant that the respondents did, through their own efforts of 
^• construction, fabricate a report that contained false and misleading Information that contributed to the 
^; benefit of a single candidate. The complainant further alleges that Information was publicly available to 
4 ̂ the respondents that a reasonable search would have revealed as evidence to the contrary of that 
2 I reported by the respondents. And last, the alleged contribution, though Impossible to quantify, but with 
Q reasonable expectation, did Injure the complainant, other unreported Republican presidential 
p candidates and, potentially, the whole of the American people, both politically and financially. 

Date-

r-s. Complainant 

6 Exhibits Attached: 
1. Exhibit A, Respondent's Article 
2. Exhibit B, YouTube Video Page 
3. Exhibit C, Sunday Magazine Article 
4. Exhibit D,LV Sun Article 
5. Exhibit E, FEC Registration List 
6. Exhibit F, Republican Leadership Conference Receipt and Picture 
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Nevada 
.County 

^ a Notary Public for said County and 

State, do hereby certify that iStfurejt 3 ^ a resident at 

U94 ,• 

did personally appeared before me this day and, under penalty of perjury, signed and sworn to before 
me the due execution of the foregoing instrument. 

Witness my hand and official seal, this the day of A^i. 
20/y • 

'*N^*MMVsiftyolMoAda 
Couniy.tfClaiK. 

HOMERTOUSSIMEHR 
UyAp^nlinmfEvlna. 

Notary Public 
My commission expires OS-Zt' id/i >20.^ 
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The following; submitted as Exhibit 'A', are Internet screen-shots of the 25 March 2015 Time.com news 
report dated 23 March 2015 and, assumlngly, authored by Ryan Teague Beckwith. The same report can 
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U-S. Sen. Ted Cruz (R-TX) stands on stage while speaking to a crowd gathered to announce his presidential candidacy at Liberty 
University in Lynchburg, Va. on March 23,2015. Andrew Harnik-AP 

2016 ELECTION 

Ted Cruz Launches Presidential Campaign at 
Libei^y University 
Ryan league Beckwith 
Mar 23,2015 0 
Sen. Ted Cruz launched his presidential campaign with a convocation - a speech 
that fused religious themes with political arguments and his family's personal 
stories. 

In a speech at Liberty University, the Texas Republican talked about the effects of 
"the transformative love of fesus Christ" on his father and outlined a conservative 
platform that includes abolishing the IRS and repealing the Affordable Care Act. 

'God has blessed America from the very beginning of this nation, and I believe God 
isn't done with America yet," he said. 



Ted Cruz Launches Presidential Campaign at Liberty University | Time.com 

The first candidate of either party to officially kick off a campaign, Cruz staked out 
a position on the conservative side of the Republican field, calling for a flat tax 
that would allow Americans to do their annual tax returns on a postcard, securing 
the border with Mexico and opposing gun control le^slation. 

In a veiled shot at GOP frontrunner feb Bush, Cruz also criticized Common Core, a 
set of academic standards put together by a bipartisan group of governors and 
promoted by the Obama Administration. 

Cruz began the speech by talking about his parents' immigrant stories: his father, 
^ who fled Cuba during political turmoil, and his mother, who became the first in 
2 j her family to go to college. He then shared how his father became a Christian 

during a troubled time in his marriage. 

"There are people who wonder if faith is real," he said. "I can tell you in my family 
there is not a second of doubt, because were it not for the transformative love of 
lesus Christ... Iwould have been raised by a single mom without my father in the 
household.". 

He ended by calling for conservative Christians to stand up, repeating an argument 
made by evangelist Franklin Graham and others that a majority of Christians don't 
vote. 

Read More: How Common Core Will Complicate jeb Bush's Campaigii 

"Today, roughly half of bom-again Christians aren't voting; they're staying home," 
he said. "Imagine instead millions of people of faith all across America coming out 
to the polls and voting our values.' 

The speech was Cruz's first public appearance since he tweeted Sunday night that 
he would be running. A 30-second video released Monday morning stressed his 
father's immigration from Cuba and his opposition to the Affordable Care Act and 
President Obama's executive actions deferring deportation for millions of 
undocumented immigrants. 



Ted Cniz Launches Presidential Campaign at Liberty University | Time.com PageaTofJ' 
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Read More: A TIME profile of Ted Cixiz from 2013 

As TIME'S Alex Altman writes, the timing of Cruz's announcement — in the final 
weeks of a federal fundraising period — shows that he's willing to disrupt the 
typical routines of a presidential campaign. 

A recent CNN poll showed Cruz toward the bottom of the crowded Republican 
field, with just four percent support. However, Bush, had only 13 percent in the 
same poll. 

See 10 Presidential Campaign Launches 

Stephan Savola-AP 



The following graphic, submitted as Exhibit 'B', Is a screenshot of the publicly-accessible YouTube*" page 
reflecting the complainant's announcement on 13 September 2013 his candidacy for the Office of 
President of the United States. The page can be accessed via the internet at: 

•httDs://vi/\ww:Voutube;cem/watcK?v=M2c<A/l22uuSM. 
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The following graphic, submitted as Exhibit 'C, is a copy of the Las Vegas Sun, Sunday Magazine 
published 23 February 2014 and reflecting a general news article about the complainant's 2016 
presidential campaign. 
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The following graphic, submitted as Exhibit '0', is a copy of the Las Vegas Sun newspaper article 
published 5 March 2014 reflecting a general news story about the complainant's 2016 presidential 
campaign. 
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sages. letters and vUeas. If 
enough people ahnre his Face: 
boolipraRleandhu Iwecis end 
sprrad the wnrd of his hainr 
psge..he Ihlnkt his eaiidldaiy 
niighl spread lllir some pellll-
col wlldAtc. (ReaUty. ebeek: 
Mote than 400. people with 
all the heneAta of the Internet 
affltially ran for president in 
2012, and only e liny fraction 
gollroelinnj 

•AWs'io averaging moivthnn 
SCO visits a day end ll-fgrow-

(XrrCenvniFiaAepeg] 
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The following spreadsheet, submitted as Exhibit 'E', Is compiled directly from the Federal Election Committee's listing of Republican. Form 2 
filers for the 2016 Presidential Election Vear through the date of Senator Crui's announcement. 

Republican Registrants Only 

4' 

f 
II 
9 
5 

1 P60004777 

2 P60004785 

3 P60003175 

4 P200029Z9 

5 P200000B9 

6 P60004B19 

7 P60004827 

8 P6000483S 

9 P20003216 

10 P0000375G 

11 P20002986 

12 P60004B84 

13 P60004892 

14 P20DD2309 

15 P60004934 

16 860004942 

17 P6000497S 

18 P20002861 

19 P600D50a9 

20 P6000S121 

21 P20004446 

22 P60005162 

23 P6000SI70 

24 P20002499 

25 880003957 

26 P60005253 

27 P6000S261 

28 880003239 

29 P80005279 

30 P600024SS 

31 P6000S303 

32 840000820 

33 P40003584 

34 P600D5345 

35 PC0002771 

36 P00003814 

37 P60005410 

38 P200028.18 

39 P60005451 

40 860005501 

41 860005592 

42 860005626 

43 860005691 

44 PD00048G1 

45 860005709 

46 820004289 

47 820002051 

48 P6000S923 

49 P600DS857 

SO 860005972 

51 P60006004 

52 860005998 

S3 860006012 

54 P200036S3 

SS 860006053 

56 860006111 

U^ROSEJOSgE. 
COlE.BRI«:N*<<I.P!ft. 
KAEEMICARIAN. TiMOtHY 
PAy.TIMQtHyTERREU 
FELIURE. LOWELL JACKSON 
|{|NgLw.iy|n;tiAEi,,WAVN^ 

•MUMS: TtfPANl EL PAWN 
KELLER. MARC AL'EKANPER PAUL 
STAfiiS. SILVIA. 

GRI5KIE.eHniSTlNN0EL 
STEVENS. SHERLENE b 
fQMLiNSQN.PVtfAYNEACAN 
.DRAKE. PATRICK ANTHONY 

RUSSELLv BRI AN PATRICK KETTERER 
DISSS. luilCHAELVifAVNE 
WNT. 
•LEPNARD. JERRY L 
ALLEN-REESE;PQSPM6CHELLO. 
•jULlijS. TYRONE 
OEBOW.PAULWMR 
.SCH(E5S.JOHNTttEOBOR6 
DUMMEtT.JQHNALBERtjR 
ilAiLEY. SEOR6E BRENT JR 
LOWER/BARTHQLQMEW JAMES 
JUSTICE. BRENOA DAWN 
SAVIOR, QLV 
BOWERS. KERRY OALE 
JEWELL, ROGER 
fOX,(;HERUNDRLYNN 
MCDOWELL. E0OIE 
CAVRNA9H.eR'CRcen 
SHERMAN. JEFFERSON WOODSOiy 
BRQVyN,SRiy|MY^MURE|. 
MALONE.JOAN 
MARROVICH. BARBARA AOAjyl? 
HILLCHRIStbRHERV 
COLE. SCOTT MICHAEL 
CHRISTENSEN.OALEH 
/>N0MW$,.CHARLE5 PERRY III 
PEfYO, MICHAEL EDWARD . 
OLEWINE,St:pTGRANT.. 
BIGKE|,|y|EYER.N|i,C>1ftEI. 
PM^kwA|,D,WRNDA'SAV^^ 
HAYDEN;JAMESA 
RUNbBERG.JIML: 
RRg(;ATft.OEORGEWES 
HYQE.JuyriNNICrtQiArMR: 
EVERSQN.MARK 

lAURELiSMiTHl ABREy SAMUEL MR 
MITCHELL. JAMES CREISHTQN MR JR 
STORY. RICKEY JOE 
ANDERSON. JOSEPH EOWARO OR. JR. 
CRUE..pAFAEL-Eli>vy^Rb..aSP: 

12/12/2008 

8/14/2009 

2/3/2011 

6/11/2012 

10/29/2012 

11/13/2012 

11/27/2012 

1/24/2013 

3/13/2013 

3/22/2013 

4/29/2013 

5/29/2013 

6/3/2013 

8/21/2013 

8/24/2013 

9/3/2013 

9/9/2013 

10/17/2013 

10/31/2013 

1/21/2014 

2/18/2014 

2/20/2014 

2/21/2014 

3/10/2014 

3/19/2014 

4/2/2014 

4/1S/2014 

4/15/2014 

4/28/2014 

4/29/2014 

S/lS/2014 

V30/2014 

6/2/2014 

6/10/2014 

6/30/2014 

7/31/2014 

6/2/2014 

8/28/2014 

9/10/2014 

10/8/2014 

11/10/2014 

12/9/2014 

12/31/2014 

1/1/2015 

V9/2015 

1/23/2015 

2/2/2015 

2/27/2015 

2/27/2G1S 

3/10/2015 

Vll/2015 

3/11/2015 

3/11/2015 

3/11/2015 

3/17/2015 

3/23/2015 
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The following receipt and acconfipanylng picture (next page), submitted as Exhibit 'F', are copies of (1) 
the receipt for the 2014 Republican Leadership Conference (RLC) held in New Orleans, LA, 29-31 May 
2014, and (2) a picture of FEC-registered Republican presidential candidate Kerry D. Bowers and his wife, 
Deb, at their presidential-campaign exhibit booth In the main exhibit hall at the subject RLC event. 
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mmaumfuamm 
Republican Leadership Conference 

• $afyi0ay, ̂ 3^4 M NewOfkUfl*. ?0W0: 

Omi- «Mn404itr. CfcMTitf tf iCMy flovrare a» May tB. I0l«i 11:74 4M 

<4 V{PRs8isttatiOi«$49Sao i 
neass print and bring Wa feBtetraiion aununaty lo Vn tvwi 
anrrgnea. 
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Kerry Bowers 

Rof)i'- "mic/idore 

President© Onit(><^fc»e« 
vvwtv.K wers.co 

I 

•pseo-.'^fe 

Kerry and Deb Bowers at the 2014 Republican Leadership Conference 
New Orleans, LA 
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